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Title: An arrangement and method for use in managing resources of a plurality
of computing devices

Description of Invention

Embodiments of the present invention relate to arrangements for use in the

managing of resources of computing devices. Embodiments of the invention

include associated methods and host systems.

Virtual machines are used in order to provide multiple operating system

environments on the same computing device. Virtual machines are of

particular use in relation to cloud computing systems and other distributed

processing systems in which a plurality of users share the resources of one or

more computing devices.

One or more computing devices which host one or more virtual machines are

generally collectively called a "host system". The host system has various

available resources. These resources may include, for example, available

processing power (e.g. a processing unit or a part of a processing unit) and

memory.

When a client system initiates a virtual machine and resources are requested

from a host system, the host system will allocate available resources to the

virtual machine which then operates using those resources. Of course, the

host system can only allocate available resources and the more virtual

machines that are operated by the host system the fewer the available

resources for allocation.

A typical host system has a plurality of computing devices. A problem arises

in the efficient allocation of the resources of the computing devices to virtual



machines by a host system in order to make the best use of the resources of

the host system.

Problems associated with the efficient allocation of resources are exasperated

by the often dynamic nature of the resource requests. For example, a client

system may request further resources after an initial resource request and

allocation by the host system. In addition, of course, once a client system no

longer requires resources, they may be relinquished to the host system and

made available for allocation again. This can lead to resources being

managed in an inefficient manner as host systems are often required to

operate to provide flexibility for client systems.

Efforts to cater for the dynamic nature of resource requests can result in

inefficient allocation of resources as, although not allocated, some resources

may be reserved in anticipation of a potential request for additional resources.

These reserved, but unallocated, resources are unused unless and until a

further request is made and so the resources of the host system are not being

used to their full potential.

For example, the resources of a first computing device of a host system may

be allocated to two virtual machines, first and second virtual machines. The

allocated resources of the first computing device may be a part of the total

resources of the first computing device such that some of the resources

remain available. Accordingly, if the first (or second) virtual machine requires

more resources then the remaining available resources of the first computing

device can be readily allocated. If another virtual machine is required (a third

virtual machine), then the host system will need to allocate resources from

another computing device, a second computing device - this may be the case

even if the available resources of the first computing device are sufficient to

meet the requirements of the third virtual machine but the available resources



are reserved in case of an additional resource request for the first (or second)

virtual machine.

If sufficient resources become available on the first computing device to fulfil

the requirements of the third virtual machine, then conventionally there may be

no migration of the third virtual machine to the first computing device. Thus,

both computing devices remain operating with partially allocated resources.

This is inefficient.

In addition, the current inadequate approaches to the allocation of resources

within a host system and the migration of virtual machines, can lead to

vulnerabilities in the event of component failure, security intrusions, fire, power

failure, and the like.

There is, therefore, a need to provide new methods and systems for the more

efficient allocation of resources of a host system.

Accordingly, embodiments of the present invention seek to ameliorate one or

more problem associated with the prior art.

An aspect of the present invention provides an arrangement configured to

allocate resources of a host system to one or more virtual machines, the

arrangement comprising: an interface configured to receive a first request from

a client system for a first amount of a resource of a host system to be allocated

to a first virtual machine and to transmit confirmation to the client system of the

allocation of the first amount of the resource; and a hypervisor module

configured to allocate an amount of the resource of the host system to the first

virtual machine, wherein the amount of the resource allocated to the first

virtual machine is less than the first amount of the resource, such that at least

a part of the first amount of the resource is available for allocation to a second

virtual machine.



The interface may be further configured to receive a second request from a

client system for a second amount of the resource of the host system to be

allocated to a second virtual machine and to transmit confirmation to the client

system of the allocation of the second amount of the resource; and the

hypervisor module may be further configured to allocate the at least a part of

the first amount of the resource to the second virtual machine. The amount of

the resource allocated to the second virtual machine may be less than the

second amount such that at least a part of the second amount of the resource

may be available for allocation to a third virtual machine or the first virtual

machine. The resource may include a memory resource. The resource may

include a processing power resource. The resource may include a storage

resource. The client system from which the first request is received may be a

different client system from which the second request is received . The

interface may include a network connection. The interface may include an

internet connection and/or a local area network connection and/or a wide area

network connection and/or a wireless network connection. The arrangement

may further comprise a migration module configured to migrate the first virtual

machine from a first part of the host system to a second part of the host

system when the first virtual machine needs to use an amount of the resource

which exceeds the amount of the resource allocated to the first virtual machine

and there is not enough of the resource available in the first part of the host

system to meet the needs of the first virtual machine. The host system may

comprise a plurality of computing devices and the first and second parts of the

host system may each comprise a respective computing device. The

hypervisor module may be a module which is distributed between the plurality

of computing devices. The hypervisor module may include a master hypervisor

which is part of one of the computing devices or provided in another part of the

host system. The hypervisor module may be subsequently configured to

allocate a further amount of the resource to the first virtual machine. The

further amount of the resource may be such that the amount of the resource



allocated to the first virtual machine is substantially equal to the first amount of

the resource. The further amount of the resource may be allocated after a

period which is derived from information provided in the first request. The

further amount of the resource may be allocated after a period which is

determined my monitoring the use of the resource by the first virtual machine.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a host system comprising: an

arrangement; and at least one computing device.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a method for allocating

resources of a host system to one or more virtual machines, the method

comprising: receiving, at an interface, a first request from a client system for a

first amount of a resource of a host system to be allocated to a first virtual

machine; transmitting to the client system, from the interface, confirmation of

the allocation of the first amount of the resource; and allocating, using a

hypervisor module, an amount of the resource of the host system to the first

virtual machine, wherein the amount of the resource allocated to the first

virtual machine is less than the first amount of the resource, such that at least

a part of the first amount of the resource is available for allocation to a second

virtual machine.

The method may further comprise: receiving, at the interface, a second

request from a client system for a second amount of the resource of the host

system to be allocated to a second virtual machine; transmitting to the client

system, from the interface, confirmation of the allocation of the first amount of

the resource; and allocating, using the hypervisor module, the at least part of

the first amount of the resource to the second virtual machine. The amount of

the resource allocated to the second virtual machine may be less than the

second amount of the resource such that at least a part of the second amount

of the resource is available for allocation to a third virtual machine or the first

virtual machine. The resource may include a memory resource. The resource



may include a processing power resource. The resource may include a

storage resource. The client system from which the first request is received

may be a different client system from which the second request is received.

The interface may include a network connection. The interface may include an

internet connection and/or a local area network connection and/or a wide area

network connection and/or a wireless network connection. The method may

further comprise: migrating, using a migration module, the first virtual machine

from a first part of the host system to a second part of the host system when

the first virtual machine needs to use an amount of the resource which

exceeds the amount of the resource allocated to the first virtual machine and

there is not enough of the resource available in the first part of the host system

to meet the needs of the first virtual machine. The host system may comprise

a plurality of computing devices and the first and second parts of the host

system each comprise a respective computing device. The hypervisor module

may be a module which is distributed between the plurality of computing

devices. The hypervisor module may include a master hypervisor which is part

of one of the computing devices or provided in another part of the host system.

The method may further comprise subsequently allocating a further amount of

the resource to the first virtual machine using the hypervisor module. The

further amount of the resource may be such that the amount of the resource

allocated to the first virtual machine is substantially equal to the first amount of

the resource. The further amount of the resource may be allocated after a

period which is derived from information provided in the first request. The

further amount of the resource may be allocated after a period which is

determined my monitoring the use of the resource by the first virtual machine.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable medium

with instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a computing device,

cause the operation of a method.



Another aspect of the present invention provides an arrangement for use in

managing resources of a plurality of computing devices, the arrangement

comprising: an interface configured to receive an indication of a parameter

associated with a first computing device of the plurality of computing devices;

and a migration module configured to migrate a virtual machine, or part of a

virtual machine, from the first computing device to a second computing device

in response to the indication received by the interface.

The interface may be a sensor interface which is configured to receive an

indication of a sensed parameter. The sensed parameter may include an

indicator of fire in the vicinity of the first computing device. The indicator of fire

may include the detection of smoke. The sensed parameter may include a

temperature which is above a predetermined threshold value. The sensed

parameter may include an indicator of power supply failure. The sensed

parameter may include a power supply voltage. The sensed parameter may

include an indicator of a BIOS battery failure or imminent failure. The sensed

parameter may include a voltage of the BIOS battery falling below a

predetermined threshold. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of

an abnormal temperature of the first computing device. The sensed parameter

may include an indicator of a higher than expected temperature for the level of

operation of the first computing device. The sensed parameter may include a

temperature of a case of the first computing device. The sensed parameter

may include a temperature of a processing unit of the first computing device.

The sensed parameter may include an ambient temperature in the vicinity of

the first computing device. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of

the failure of a fan or a decrease in fan speed below a predetermined

threshold. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of a missing or

detached or loose heat sink of a processing unit of the first computing device.

The sensed parameter may include an indicator of a potential security issue.

The sensed parameter may include an indicator that a case of the first

computing device has been opened or has been opened without authorisation.



The sensed parameter may include an indicator that a room in which the first

computing device is located has been accessed without authorisation, the

second computing device being located in a different room to the first

computing device. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of an error

in an error correction code for a memory of the first computing device. The

sensed parameter may include an indicator of the imminent failure of a storage

medium of the first computing device. The indication of a parameter may be an

indication of that a more efficient computing device is available, the more

efficient computing device being the second computing device. The indication

of a parameter may be an indication of that a computing device is available

which can be cooled more efficiently, that computing device being the second

computing device. The indication of a parameter may be an indication of that

the first computing device has been using resources below a predetermined

level for a predetermined period of time. The sensed parameter may include

an indicator of a symptom of a malicious network attack. The indication of a

parameter may be an indication that a network interface data transfer speed of

a network interface of the first computing device is below or will be below a

predetermined threshold. The migration module may be configured to block

the migration of a virtual machine to the first computing device in response to

the indication received by the interface. An arrangement may further comprise

an override interface which is configured to receive user input and, in response

to the user input, to override the operation of the migration module. The

migration module may be configured to shutdown the first computing device in

response to the indication received by the interface. The virtual machine may

include a migration requirement and the second computing device is selected

from the plurality of computing devices based, at least in part, on the migration

requirement. The migration requirement may include a security requirement for

the second computing device. The migration requirement may include a

location requ irement for the second computing device. The migration

requirement may include a resource requirement for the second computing



device. The resource requirement may be a requirement for the provision of

storage media configured in a RAID array.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a host system comprising: an

arrangement; and a plurality of computing devices, the plurality of computing

devices including the first and second computing devices.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a method of managing

resources of a plurality of computing devices, the method comprising:

receiving, at an interface, an indication of a parameter associated with a first

computing device of the plurality of computing devices; and migrating, using a

migration module, a virtual machine, or part of a virtual machine, from the first

computing device to a second computing device in response to the indication

received by the interface.

The interface may be a sensor interface which is configured to receive an

indication of a sensed parameter. The sensed parameter may include an

indicator of fire in the vicinity of the first computing device. The indicator of fire

may include the detection of smoke. The sensed parameter may include a

temperature which is above a predetermined threshold value. The sensed

parameter may include an indicator of power supply failure. The sensed

parameter may include a power supply voltage. The sensed parameter may

include an indicator of a BIOS battery failure or imminent failure. The sensed

parameter may include a voltage of the BIOS battery fall ing below a

predetermined threshold. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of

an abnormal temperature of the first computing device. The sensed parameter

may include an indicator of a higher than expected temperature for the level of

operation of the first computing device. The sensed parameter may include a

temperature of a case of the first computing device. The sensed parameter

may include a temperature of a processing unit of the first computing device.

The sensed parameter may include an ambient temperature in the vicinity of



the first computing device. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of

the failure of a fan or a decrease in fan speed below a predetermined

threshold. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of a missing or

detached or loose heat sink of a processing unit of the first computing device.

The sensed parameter may include an indicator of a potential security issue.

The sensed parameter may include an indicator that a case of the first

computing device has been opened or has been opened without authorisation.

The sensed parameter may include an indicator that a room in which the first

computing device is located has been accessed without authorisation, the

second computing device being located in a different room to the first

computing device. The sensed parameter may include an indicator of an error

in an error correction code for a memory of the first computing device. The

sensed parameter may include an indicator of the imminent failure of a storage

medium of the first computing device. The indication of a parameter may be an

indication of that a more efficient computing device is available, the more

efficient computing device being the second computing device. The indication

of a parameter may be an indication of that a computing device is available

which can be cooled more efficiently, that computing device being the second

computing device. The indication of a parameter may be an indication of that

the first computing device has been using resources below a predetermined

level for a predetermined period of time. The sensed parameter may include

an indicator of a symptom of a malicious network attack. The indication of a

parameter may be an indication that a network interface data transfer speed of

a network interface of the first computing device is below or will be below a

predetermined threshold. The method may further comprise blocking, using

the migration module, the migration of a virtual machine to the first computing

device in response to the indication received by the interface. The method may

further comprise: receiving user input at an override interface, and in response

to the user input, overriding the operation of the migration module. The method

may further comprise shutting down, using the migration module, the first

computing device in response to the indication received by the interface. The



virtual machine may include a migration requ irement and the second

computing device is selected from the plurality of computing devices based, at

least in part, on the migration requirement. The migration requirement may

include a security requirement for the second computing device. The migration

requirement may include a location requirement for the second computing

device. The migration requirement may include a resource requirement for the

second computing device. The resource requirement may be a requirement for

the provision of storage media configured in a RAID array.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable medium

with instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a computing device,

cause the operation of a method.

Another aspect of the present invention provides an arrangement configured to

allocate resources of a plurality of data storage media to a plurality virtual

machines, the arrangement comprising: an interface configured to receive a

first data access rate requirement for a first of the plurality of virtual machines

and a second data access rate requirement for a second of the plurality of

virtual machines; and a hypervisor module configured to compare the first and

second data access rate requirements to stored data access rates for a first

and a second data storage media associated with the plurality of computing

devices, and to allocate resources of at least one of the first and second data

storage media to the first and second virtual machines such that the first and

second data access requirements are met.

The hypervisor module may be further configured to allocate one or more

resources of a first and a second computing device of the plurality of

computing devices to the first and second virtual machines. The hypervisor

module may be further configured to allocate one or more resources of the first

or second computing devices to a third of the plurality of virtual machines. At

least one of the first and second data storage media may be a storage medium



which is local to the first computing device. At least one of the first and second

data storage media may be a storage medium which is local to the second

computing device. At least one of the first and second data storage media may

be a storage medium which is remote from the first computing device. At least

one of the first and second data storage media may be a storage medium

which is remote from the second computing device. Another aspect of the

present invention provides a host system comprising: an arrangement; and a

plurality of data storage media. Another aspect of the present invention

provides a method for allocating resources of a plurality of computing devices

to a plurality virtual machines, the method comprising: receiving, at an

interface, a first data access rate requirement for a first of the plurality of virtual

machines and a second data access rate requirement for a second of the

plurality of virtual machines; comparing, using a hypervisor module, the first

and second data access rate requirements to stored data access rates for a

first and a second data storage media associated with the plurality of

computing devices; and allocating resources of at least one of the first and

second data storage media to the first and second virtual machines, using the

hypervisor module, such that the first and second data access requirements

are met. The method may further comprise allocating one or more resources

of a first and a second computing device of the plurality of computing devices

to the first and second virtual machines. The method may further comprise

allocating one or more resources of the first or second computing devices to a

third of the plurality of virtual machines. At least one of the first and second

data storage media may be a storage medium which is local to the first

computing device. At least one of the first and second data storage media may

be a storage medium which is local to the second computing device. At least

one of the first and second data storage media may be a storage medium

which is remote from the first computing device. At least one of the first and

second data storage media may be a storage medium which is remote from

the second computing device.



Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable medium

with instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a computing device,

cause the operation of a method.

Another aspect of the present invention provides an arrangement configured to

allocate one or more resources of one or more computing devices to a virtual

machine, the arrangement comprising: an interface configured to receive a

request for the allocation of one or more resources to the virtual machine, the

request including information regarding one or more computer programs to be

operated by or as a part of the virtual machine; and a hypervisor module

configured to use the information regarding one or more computer programs to

identify economic information associated with at least one of the computer

programs, and to allocate one or more resources to the virtual machine based

at least in part on the economic information.

The economic information may include information regarding a licence fee

dependent on the one or more resources allocated to the virtual machine. The

one or more resources may include one or more processing units. The

economic information may be part of the information regarding one or more

computer programs. The economic information may be stored in a database.

The information regarding one or more computer programs may include a

substantially unique identifier for the or each computer program. The allocation

of one or more resources may be based, at least in part, on a cost associated

with the operation of the virtual machine. The cost may include a cost per user.

The cost may include a government fee. The government fee may be a tax.

The cost may include an energy cost.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a host system comprising: an

arrangement; and one or more of computing devices.



Another aspect of the present invention provides a method of allocating one or

more resources of one or more computing devices to a virtual machine, the

method comprising: receiving, at an interface, a request for the allocation of

one or more resources to the virtual machine, the request including information

regarding one or more computer programs to be operated by or as a part of

the virtual machine; using, at a hypervisor module, the information regarding

one or more computer programs to identify economic information associated

with at least one of the computer programs, and allocating, using the

hypervisor module, one or more resources to the virtual machine based at

least in part on the economic information.

The economic information may include information regarding a licence fee

dependent on the one or more resources allocated to the virtual machine. The

one or more resources may include one or more processing units. The

economic information may be part of the information regarding one or more

computer programs. The economic information may be stored in a database.

The information regarding one or more computer programs may include a

substantially unique identifier for the or each computer program. The allocation

of one or more resources may be based, at least in part, on a cost associated

with the operation of the virtual machine. The cost may include a cost per user.

The cost may include a government fee. The government fee may be a tax.

The cost may include an energy cost.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable medium

with instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a computing device,

cause the operation of a method.

Another aspect of the present invention provides an arrangement for use in

managing resources of a plurality of computing devices in response to a

network attack, the arrangement comprising: an interface configured to receive

an indication of a parameter associated with a first computing device of the



plurality of computing devices; and a migration module configured to migrate a

virtual machine, or part of a virtual machine, from the first computing device to

a second computing device in response to the indication received by the

interface, wherein the parameter includes an indicator of a symptom of an

attack against the first computing device or a program operating on the first

computing device.

The attack may be a network attack. The parameter may include an indication

that a communication channel associated with the first computing device has

received more than a predeterm ined number of messages over a

predetermined period. The messages may include one or more connection

requests. The messages may include one or more network ping messages.

The messages may include one or more mangled or incomplete network

messages configured to disrupt the operation of the first computing device.

The first computing device may be associated with a first network interface

and the parameter includes an indicator of a symptom of an attack in relation

to the first network interface and the second computing device may be

associated with a second network interface which is distinct from the first

network interface. The first and second network interfaces may be configured

for connection to a local or wide area network. The local or wide area network

may include a wired and/or a wireless network. The first and second

computing devices may be both communicatively coupled to a backbone

network which is independent of the first and second network interfaces and

over which a virtual machine can be migrated. The parameter may include an

indicator of a symptom of the operation of an unauthorised computer program

on the first computing device. The parameter may include an indicator of an

attack in relation to a first virtual machine operating on the first computing

device. The migration module may be configured to migrate a second virtual

machine to the second computing device, and to maintain the first virtual

mach ine on the first computing device. The migration module may be

configured to migrate the first virtual machine to the second computing device



and the second computing device may be a quarantined computing device.

The migration module may be configured to update one or more domain name

service records in response to migration of a virtual machine.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a host system comprising: an

arrangement; and a plurality of computing devices, the plurality of computing

devices including the first and second computing devices.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a method of managing

resources of a plurality of computing devices in response to a network attack,

the method comprising: receiving, at an interface, an indication of a parameter

associated with a first computing device of the plurality of computing devices;

and migrating, using a migration module, a virtual machine, or part of a virtual

machine, from the first computing device to a second computing device in

response to the indication received by the interface, wherein the parameter

includes an indicator of a symptom of an attack against the first computing

device or a program operating on the first computing device.

The parameter may include an indicator of a symptom of a network attack. The

parameter may include an indication that a communication channel associated

with the first computing device has received more than a predetermined

number of messages over a predetermined period . The messages may

include one or more connection requests. The messages may include one or

more network ping messages. The messages may include one or more

mangled or incomplete network messages configured to disrupt the operation

of the first computing device. The first computing device may be associated

with a first network interface and the parameter includes an indicator of a

symptom of an attack in relation to the first network interface and the second

computing device may be associated with a second network interface which is

distinct from the first network interface. The first and second network interfaces

may be configured for connection to a local or wide area network. The local or



wide area network may include a wired and/or a wireless network. The first

and second computing devices may be both communicatively coupled to a

backbone network which is independent of the first and second network

interfaces and over which a virtual machine can be migrated, the method may

further comprise migrating a virtual machine over the backbone network. The

parameter may include an indicator of a symptom of the operation of an

unauthorised computer program on the first computing device. The parameter

may include an indicator of an attack in relation to a first virtual machine

operating on the first computing device. Migrating a virtual machine, or part of

a virtual machine, from the first computing device to a second computing

device may comprise migrating a second virtual machine to the second

computing device, and maintaining the first virtual machine on the first

computing device. Migrating a virtual machine, or part of a virtual machine,

from the first computing device to a second computing device may comprise

migrating the first virtual machine to the second computing device wherein the

second computing device is a quarantined computing device. The method may

further comprise updating one or more domain name service records in

response to migration of a virtual machine.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable medium

with instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a computing device,

cause the operation of a method.

Another aspect of the present invention provides an arrangement configured to

allocate network interface resources to a virtual machine, the arrangement

comprising : an interface configured to receive a first network interface

requirement for a first virtual machine; and a hypervisor module configured to

compare the first network interface requirement to stored network interface

information for one or more network interfaces associated one or more

computing devices, and to allocate resources of at least one of the one or



more network interfaces to the first virtual machine such that the first network

interface requirement is met.

The network interface requirement may include a network interface data

transfer speed. The network interface requirement may include a network

interface contention ratio. The network interface requirement may include a

requirement for a ded icated network interface. The interface may be

configured to receive a second network interface requirement for a second

virtual machine, and the hypervisor module may be further configured to

compare the second network interface requirement to stored network interface

information for one or more network interfaces associated one or more

computing devices, and to allocate resources of at least one of the one or

more network interfaces to the second virtual machine such that the second

network interface requirement is met. The network interface may include a

local area network interface. The network interface may include a wide area

network interface. The network interface may include a wired or a wireless

network interface. There may be a plurality of computing devices, and the

arrangement may further comprise a migration module which is configured to

migrate one or more further virtual machines from a first of the plurality of

computing devices to a second of the plurality of computing devices, in order

to free sufficient network resources associated with the first computing device

to allow the first network interface resource requirement to be met by one or

more network interfaces associated with the first computing device.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a host system comprising: an

arrangement; and one or more computing devices each of which is associated

with one or more network interfaces.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a method of allocating

network interface resources to a virtual machine, the method comprising:

receiving, at an interface, a first network interface requirement for a first virtual



machine; comparing, using a hypervisor module, the first network interface

requirement to stored network interface information for one or more network

interfaces associated one or more computing devices; and allocating

resources of at least one of the one or more network interfaces to the first

virtual machine such that the first network interface requirement is met.

The network interface requirement may include a network interface data

transfer speed. The network interface requirement may include a network

interface contention ratio. The network interface requirement may include a

requirement for a dedicated network interface. The method may further

comprise: receiving, at the interface, a second network interface requirement

for a second virtual machine; comparing, using the hypervisor module, the

second network interface requirement to stored network interface information

for one or more network interfaces associated one or more computing devices;

and allocating resources of at least one of the one or more network interfaces

to the second virtual machine such that the second network interface

requirement is met. The network interface may include a local area network

interface. The network interface may include a wide area network interface.

The network interface may include a wired or a wireless network interface. The

method may further comprise: migrating, using a migration module, one or

more further virtual machines from a first of a plurality of computing devices to

a second of the plurality of computing devices, in order to free sufficient

network resources associated with the first computing device to allow the first

network interface resource requirement to be met by one or more network

interfaces associated with the first computing device.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable medium

with instructions stored thereon which, when executed by a computing device,

cause the operation of a method.



Embodiments of the present invention are described, by way of example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a host system and a client system;

Figure 2 shows a host system and a client system;

Figure 3 shows a host system and a client system;

Figure 4 shows a host system, a client system, and a database;

Figure 5 shows a representation of the allocation of one or more resources;

Figure 6 shows a representation of the allocation of one or more resources

using a throttling methodology; and

Figure 7 shows a representation of a plurality of computing devices operating

a plurality of virtual machines.

With reference to figure 1, embodiments of the present invention include a

host system 1 and a client system 2 . The client system 2 is communicatively

coupled to the host system 1 by a communications link 11 which may include a

network connection (which may be a local area network connection) and which

may include the internet. The communications link 11 may include a wide

area network (which may include the internet), and/or a local area network,

and/or a virtual private network, and/or a wireless network (which may include

a cellular telephone network). The client system 2 may include a mobile

device coupled to the host system 1 by the communications link 11.

The client system 2 is configured to issue a request to the host system 1

asking the host system 1 to run or otherwise operate a virtual machine 4 using



one or more resources 12 of the host system 2 (see figures 5 and 7). The

request is associated with a resource request for the virtual machine 4 which

includes a request for the allocation of one or more resources of the host

system 1 to the virtual machine 4 - for example, processing power, memory

resources, and/or space on a storage medium (e.g . a magnetic storage

medium such as a hard disk or an optical storage medium).

The host system 1 is configured to receive the request from the client system 2

and to allocate one or more available resources 15 of the host system 1 to the

operation of the virtual machine 4 (the one or more available resources 15

may, of course, be a part of the total resources 12 of the host system 1 if, for

example, another part of the total resources 12 of the host system 1 has

already been allocated to a different virtual machine 4).

The host system 1 is configured to issue confirmation to the client system 2,

wherein the confirmation includes confirmation that the host system 1 has

sufficient available resources 15 to operate the virtual machine 4 and that the

one or more requested resources have been successfully allocated. In other

words, the confirmation includes an indication that all of the one or more

requested resources have been allocated.

Of course, if there are insufficient available resources 15, then an error is

issued to the client system 2 . This may result in the request being placed in a

queue to await sufficient available resources 15 of the host system 1 to allow

the host system 1 to operate the virtual machine 4 .

The virtual machine 4 may then operate on the host system 1 using the one or

more allocated resources under instruction from the client system 2 .

The host system 1 includes a plurality of computing devices 3 . Each

computing device 3 includes one or more processing units 5 and associated



memory 6 - these are some of the resources of the computing device 3 and,

hence, of the host system 1.

The or each processing unit 5 is configured to run a virtual machine 4 , or a

operations associated with a virtual machine 4 , which may be the virtual

machine 4 to which the request and confirmation relate.

The host system 1 may include one or more hypervisor modules 7 which may

each be implemented as a computer program. The or each hypervisor module

7 is configured to manage one or more resources of the host system 1 (and,

therefore, one or more resources of the one or more computing devices 3 of

the host system 1) .

A hypervisor module 7 may be provided for each of the plurality computing

devices 3 or a hypervisor module 7 may be provided for a plural ity of

computing devices 3 . In embodiments, a single hypervisor module 7 may be

provided for substantially all of the computing devices 3 of the host system 1.

Thus, each hypervisor module 7 is associated with one or more computing

devices 3 and is configured to manage the allocation of one or more resources

of those one or more computing devices 3 (and, hence, the host system 1) .

Each hypervisor module 7 may be a Type 1 or a Type 2 hypervisor, and

collectively a plurality of hypervisor modules 7 may include a mixture of both

Type 1 and Type 2 hypervisors.

A Type 1 hypervisor is a hypervisor module 7 which is also known as a bare-

metal type hypervisor. A Type 1 hypervisor combines the functions of an

operating system and the hypervisor on one or more computing devices 3 of

the host system 1. The combined hypervisor and operating system is

relatively efficient because generally only those elements of the operating

system are included which are required for the operation of the one or more



computing devices 3 . In embodiments including one or more hypervisor

modules 7 which are Type 1 hypervisors, the or each Type 1 hypervisor

module 7 may be associated with a single computing device 3 .

A Type 2 hypervisor is a hypervisor module 7 which is separate from the

operating system of the one or more computing devices 3 . Thus, the

operating system may include elements which are not specifically required for

the operation of the one or more computing devices 3 . A hypervisor module 7

in such embodiments operates as a program which is managed by the

operating system in a conventional manner.

In embodiments of the present invention, the or each hypervisor module 7 is

configured to receive one or more parameters associated with the host system

1 and, in particular, the or each computing device 3 of the host system 1. In

embodiments, the or each hypervisor module 7 is configured to receive one or

more parameters associated with only the computing devices 3 with which the

or each hypervisor module 7 is associated. In embodiments, the or each

hypervisor module 7 is configured to receive one or more parameters

associated with other computing devices 3 (i.e. computing devices 3 other

than those whose resources are managed by that hypervisor module 7).

The or each hypervisor module 7 may use the one or more parameters of the

host system 1 to help to determine which of the one or more resources 12 of

the host system 1 are to be allocated to the or each virtual machine 4 .

The or each hypervisor module 7 may be communicatively coupled to a

migration module 10 . The migration module 10 is configured to communicate

with the or each hypervisor module 7 in order to manage the operation of the

or each hypervisor module 7 and, therefore, the allocation of one or more

resources of the host system 1 to one or more virtual machines 4 . This may



include the communication of the one or more parameters between the or

each hypervisor module 7 and migration module 10 .

In embodiments, the migration module 10 is not a single module but comprises

a distributed module (which may be a computer program) and each of a

plurality of hypervisor modules 7 may include a portion of the migration module

10 (see figure 2, for example). In other words, the functions of the migration

module 10 may be distributed between the hypervisor modules 7 . In

embodiments, the migration module 10 is provided as part of one of the

hypervisor modules 7 - in other words, a master hypervisor module is

provided which coordinates the operations of all of the hypervisor modules 7 .

Embodiments of the present invention include a database 8 . The database 8

is configured to store information which is used by the or each hypervisor

module 7 and/or the migration module 10 to manage the allocation of one or

more resources to the or each virtual machine 4 . This information may include

the one or more parameters.

The database 8 may be provided as part of a hypervisor module 7 (e.g. as part

of the master hypervisor, if provided). The database 8 may be a distributed

database which is partially stored over a plurality of the hypervisor modules 7 .

The database 8 may be provided as part of the migration module 10 .

The database 8 may be stored on a common computing device to the

migration module 10 . The common computing device may be a server of the

host system 1 and that server may be distinct from the one or more computing

devices 3 .

The database 8 may be located remotely from the migration module 10 and/or

the or each hypervisor module 7 , and in embodiments may be located



remotely from the client system 2 and/or the one or more computing devices 3

(see figure 4, for example).

The remotely located database 8 may be communicatively coupled to an

interface 19 of the host system 1 via a communications link 20. In

embodiments, the remotely located database 8 may be configured to receive

the one or more parameters via the migration module 10 and/or the one or

more hypervisor modules 7, or directly from one or more of the one or more

computing devices 3 .

One or more sensors 9 may be provided as part of the host system 1. The or

each sensor 9 is communicatively coupled to at least one of the database 8,

the migration module 10, one or more of the one or more hypervisors 7, and

one or more of the one or more computing devices 3 .

The or each sensor 9 is configured to monitor a condition of the host system 1

or a part thereof or a condition associated with the host system 1. For

example, a sensor 9 may be configured to monitor the temperature of a

computing device 3, or the temperature of a group of computing devices 3, or

the temperature of a room containing the computing devices 3 . In

embodiments, a sensor 9 may be provided which is configured to detect

smoke in the vicinity of a computing device 3, or some other indicator of fire.

In embodiments, a sensor 9 may be provided which is configured to detect a

likely unauthorised access to a room containing a computing device 3 or a

cabinet containing a computing device 3 .

In embodiments, information output by the or each sensor 9 is configured to be

transmitted to the migration module 10 .



The information output by the or each sensor 9 may include one or more of the

one or more parameters (or information from which one or more of the one of

more parameters can be derived by, for example, the migration module 10).

Embodiments of the present invention include methodologies for the allocation

of resources to virtual machines 4 . These methodologies may be

implemented using one or more of the above described arrangements of

apparatus or parts thereof.

For the purposes of the discussion herein, we refer to figure 5 by way of an

explanation of the terminology used. A computing device 3 of the host system

1 has total resources 12 which are represented by the rectangle in figure 5 .

Any allocated resources of the total resources 12 are referred to as allocated

resources and are represented in figure 5 by the portion 14 of the rectangle

12 . Remaining resources of the computing device 3 (i.e. those not allocated)

may be reserved resources 13 (which are free but not available for allocation

for one reason or another) or may be available resources 15 (which are

available for allocation on request). As will be appreciated, the resources of a

computing device 3 of a host system are resources of the host system 1 -

wherein the total resources of the host system 1 are formed by the cumulative

total resources 12 of the one or more computing devices 3 of the host system

1.

According to a throttling methodology, a client system 2 requests the allocation

of one or more resources from the host system 1 for the operation of a first

virtual machine 4a (see figure 6).

The request may include one or more of a memory requirement, a storage

requirement, and a processing requirement. The first virtual machine 4a may

have resource requirements which vary over time. For example, a payroll

program may be needed continuously but large batches of data may be



processed by the program periodically - e.g. overnight or towards the end of a

month.

Therefore, the resource request may include the maximum required one or

more resources so that the allocated one or more resources are sufficient to

handle the operation of the first virtual machine 4a at all times.

In accordance with the throttling methodology, the migration module 10 and/or

one o r more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to allocate the

requested one or more resources to the operation of the first virtual machine

4a. The client system 2 requesting one or more resources for the first virtual

machine 4a may, therefore, receive confirmation that the requested one or

more resources have been allocated. A representation of the requested one

or more resources of the total resources 12 of a the host system 1 (or a part,

therefore, such as a computing device 3) is shown in figure 6 by the lower

portion of the rectangle and labelled "14(4a)".

However, during operation, the migration module 10 and/or hypervisor module

7 is configured to manage the allocation of the one or more resources which

were requested by the first virtual machine 4a such that an unused portion 16

of the one or more requested resources 14(4a) is allocated to a second virtual

machine 4b (in response to a request). This re-allocation of one or more

resources is performed such that the first virtual machine 4a is substantially

blind to the re-allocation. As such, the first virtual machine 4a is not informed

that not all of the one or more requested resources 14(4a) are available to it.

The first virtual machine 4a remains substantially unaware that its allocated

one or more resources are different from the requested one or more resources

14(4a). The re-allocation may be for a predetermined time period. In the

depiction in figure 6, the second virtual machine 4b has been allocated one or

more resources represented by the upper portion of the rectangle and labelled

"14(4b)"; in addition, the second virtual machine 4b has also been allocated a



portion 16 of the one or more resources 14(4a) requested by the first virtual

machine 4a but which are not being used by the first virtual machine 4a.

Thus, the first and the second virtual machines 4a,b seemingly share one or

more resources but do not use the shared sources simultaneously.

If the first virtual machine 4a requires the reallocated resources 16, then the

migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 may manage

the migration of the first virtual machine 4a to a computing device 3 (i.e.

another part of the host system 1) which has sufficient resources to allow the

operation of the first virtual machine 4a. Alternatively, the migration module 10

and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to manage the

migration of the second virtual machine 4b to another computing device 3 and

the allocation of the re-allocated resources 16 to the first virtual machine 4 .

The term "re-allocated" has been used herein for ease of reference. Of

course, it will be understood that the unused portion 16 of the one or more

resources 12 may never have been allocated to the first virtual machine 4a or

may have been allocated and then relinquished.

In embodiments in which the one or more resources being allocated include

storage space on a computer readable storage medium, then a virtual

machine 4 may be allocated, for example, a portion of a storage medium

which has a capped maximum allocation associated therewith, wherein the

cap is smaller than the requested storage requirement. If use of additional

storage is required during operation of the virtual machine 4, over and above

the allocation cap, then the migration module 10 and/or hypervisor module 7

may manage the allocation of new storage space and the migration of the

storage resource allocated to the virtual machine 4 to the new storage

resource - this may, in embodiments, free the originally allocated storage

resource for reallocation to another virtual machine 4 . In embodiments, the

new storage resource may be associated with a different computing device 3



than the original storage resource allocation and may, therefore, entail the

migration of the entire virtual machine 3 to from one computing device 3 to

another computing device 3 . In embodiments, the new storage resource

allocation includes the original resource allocation. In embodiments, one or

more virtual storage resources are used - such as a virtual hard disk. As will

be appreciated the originally allocated storage resource could be the same

storage medium as the newly allocated storage resource - or could be on a

separate storage medium or could be on a separate partition of the same

storage medium. As will be appreciated, the throttling methodology is also

applicable to a storage resource allocation. The storage resources may

include one or more hard disks which may include one or more dynamic disks.

The storage resources may include one or more auto-sizing disks - such that

only the portion of the disk needed is used rather than the whole volume.

As will be appreciated, one or more different resource allocations may be

independently throttled.

Because the first virtual mach ine 4a is substantially unaware of the

reallocation of a portion 16 of the requested one or more resources 14(4a), the

virtual machine 4a does not require reconfiguring as a result of the reallocation

or return of the this portion 16 of the one or more resources.

When requesting one or more resources, a client system 2 may provide an

indication of the times at which lower or higher levels of the one or more

resources will be required and the duration of these different levels of resource

requirement. This information may be used by the migration module 10 and/or

one or more hypervisor modules 7 to allocate one or more resources to reduce

the likelihood of a conflict for the one or more resources. For example, the

second virtual machine 4b may have an expected total operating duration

which is equal to a period of low resource requirement for the first virtual

machine 4a - meaning that both virtual machines 4a,b can share a portion of



the same one or more resources 16 as discussed above without conflict. In

embodiments, information regarding the duration and timing of any low or high

resource requirements is input by a client system 2 operator and transmitted to

the host system 1 with the request for one or more resources.

In embodiments, the operation of a virtual machine 4 is monitored for a period

to determine a pattern of resource usage. A determined pattern of resource

usage may include one or more periods during which a large portion of the

requested resources are utilised and one or more periods during which a

relatively small portion of the requested resources are utilised. Usage patterns

may be gathered for more than one virtual machine 4 and may be gathered for

more than one resource used by each virtual machine 4 . This information may

be stored in the database 8 or otherwise made available to the migration

module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 such that the migration

module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 can automatically

determine how to share the one or more resources between two or more

virtual machines 4 in the above described manner with little risk of conflict.

Pattern of usage information may be gathered by monitoring the resource

usage of a virtual machine 4 every 15 minutes or when the allocated

processing power resources have reached 100% over a predetermined period.

Patterns may be determined by studying usage information for a period - such

as a month - of operation of a virtual machine 4 .

Of course, once a period of high resource requirement has passed, then the

allocated one or more resources for a virtual machine 4 can be reduced and

the freed one or more resources reallocated to another virtual machine 4 .

This, again , may be done such that the original virtual machine 4 is

substantially blind to the re-allocation.



In embodiments, according to the throttling methodology, it will be understood

that a plurality of virtual machines 4 may be using the one or more resources

of a computing device 3 . Each virtual machine 4 may be given a virtual

allocation of one or more resources which may differ from the actual allocation

of one or more resources. The virtual allocation of one or more resources, in

this example, is the allocation which the virtual machine 4 is informed it has

been given and the actual allocation of one or more resources is the portion of

the virtual allocation which has actually been allocated to the virtual machine

4 . Therefore, if 100% of the one or more resources 12 of a computing device

3 are allocated to four virtual machines 4 (for example) with each virtual

machine 4 being allocated 25% of the total resources 12 but each virtual

machine 4 uses 20%, or less, of the total one or more resources for a period,

then the actual one or more resources allocated to the four virtual machines 4

could be reduced to 20% of the total (for example) - whilst the virtual

allocation for each virtual machine 4 remains unchanged. Collectively, this

frees 20% of the total one or more resources for re-allocation to another virtual

machine 4 . Accordingly, for that period, the computing device 3 could operate

five virtual machines 4 - for example. In other words, the actual one or more

resources made available to each virtual machine 4 can be throttled so that

the actual one or more resources allocated are sufficient to operate the virtual

machine 4 for a period and the virtual allocation of one or more resources (i.e.

the one or more resources which the virtual machine 4 is informed it has been

allocated) remains unchanged.

Accordingly, part of the one or more resources are shared in the sense that

one virtual machine 4 has been informed that it has been allocated the part of

the one or more resources but that part has, in fact, been allocated to another

virtual machine 4 .

In embodiments, a plurality of computing devices 3 are provided which each

have a resource boundary which represents the maximum level of a particular



resource which can be allocated to a virtual machine 4 . The throttling

methodology may, therefore, encompass the migration of a virtual machine 4

between the computing devices 3 in order to ensure that the needs of the

virtual machine 4 are met.

The throttling of resource allocations allows for more efficient use of one or

more resources - as unused resources can be reallocated and used by

another virtual machine 4 . Because the virtual machines 4 are blind to the re

allocation, there is no need to reconfigure the virtual machines 4 as a result.

The re-allocated one or more resources are returned to the virtual machine 4

which originally requested the one or more resources before or when they are

required - or the original virtual machine 4 is migrated to a computing device 3

which has sufficient available one or more resources to operate the virtual

machine 3 . Of course, any new computing device 3 to which the virtual

machine 3 is migrated may also use a throttling methodology such that the

virtual machine 3 is allocated one or more resources of the new computing

device 3 which have at least partially been re-allocated from another virtual

machine 3 during a period in which the other virtual machine 3 is not using that

portion of the one or more resources.

It will be appreciated that the throttling may be applied to resources individually

such that each resource of the one or more resources is throttled individually.

Of course, if a virtual machine 4 requires more of any particular resource than

is available then the virtual machine 4 will need to be migrated (or another

virtual machine 4 operating on the same computing device 3 will need to be

migrated) even if the other resources are sufficiently abundant to meet the

requirement.

Other resource allocation methodologies may be used independently of the

throttling or with the throttling methodology described above.



For example, if a virtual machine 4 requires access to data quickly, then the

virtual machine 4 may require the use of a storage medium 17 (e.g. a hard

disk) which is located locally to a computing device 3 of the host 1) instead of

a remote storage medium 18 . A maximum data access rate for each storage

medium 17,1 8 associated with a computing device 3 may be provided to one

or more hypervisor module 7, the database 8, and/or the migration module 10 .

Indeed, the data access rate may be stored in one or more hypervisor

modules 7, database 8, and/or migration module 10 . The data access rate

may be determined by a test operation which may be performed on the

detection of a new storage medium and may be repeated periodically (e.g.

when a configuration of an aspect of the associated computing device 3

changes). The data access rate may include separate read and write data

rates. The data access rate not only takes into account the data access rate

for the storage medium but also the impact of any communications interfaces

and data buses through which the data or instructions may pass as part of a

data access operation.

A request for one or more resources may include a data access rate

requirement. If the requested data access rate exceeds a data access rate of

a remote storage medium 18, then the migration module 10 and/or one or

more hypervisor modules 7 may allocate one or more resources of a

computing device 3 which has a suitable local storage medium 17 with a

maximum data access rate which is equal to or exceeds the requested rate

(the allocated one or more resources may include an available storage

capacity). Otherwise, the migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor

modules 7 may allocate one or more resources of a remote storage medium

18 or otherwise allocate the one or more resources of a computing device 3

which can operate with the remote storage medium 18 .

If the requested data access rate is substantially equal to the data access rate

for the local storage medium 17 of the computing device 3, then one or more



resources of the computing device 3 cannot be allocated to another virtual

machine 4 which requires access to the local storage medium 17 .

If the requested data access rate is less than the maximum data access rate

for the local storage medium 17, then another virtual machine 4 may be

allocated one or more resources of the computing device 3 even if the virtual

machine 4 requires use of the local storage medium 17 so long as the

maximum data access rate for the local storage medium 17 is sufficient to

service the required data access rates for both virtual machines 4 .

Other virtual machines 4 may be allocated one or more resources of the

computing device 3 if they can be serviced by a remote storage medium 18

(and access to the remote storage medium 18 is not detrimental to the access

data rate of the local storage medium 17 to such an extent that the required

data access rate for the local storage medium 17 cannot be met in respect of

any of the virtual machines 4 requiring use of the local storage medium 17).

In embodiments, a request for allocation of resources includes one or more

network interface requirements for one or more network interfaces to which the

virtual machine 4 (to which the request for resources relates) requires access.

The network interface requirement may be a required bandwidth for the

network interface for allocation to the virtual machine 4, a required contention

ratio for the network interface (i.e. that a particular interface is only shared by a

maximum number of virtual machines 4), a requirement for a dedicated (i.e.

unshared) network interface, and/or some other requirement for the data

transfer speed of the network interface whose resources are being allocated to

the virtual machine 4 . The data transfer speed may be an upload or a

download speed for the network interface.

The allocation of resources of a network interface may be managed by the

migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 . The network



interface may be a network interface card associated with a computing device

3 . The migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7

compares the resource request with information regarding one or more

network interfaces associated with one or more computing devices 3 (each

computing device 3 may be associated with just one or a plurality of network

interfaces). The information may include the specifications for that network

interface (such as maximum possible data transfer speed), and/or actual

recorded information regarding the historical data transfer performance of the

network interface, and/or information regarding the resources of the network

interface which are available (i.e. free) and information regarding the

resources of the network interface which are allocated to, for example, other

virtual machines 4 .

If no network interface has sufficient available resources (or any network

interface which does have sufficient available resources is unsuitable for some

other reason - e.g. because some other resource requirement cannot be met),

then the migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 may

manage the migration of one or more virtual machines 4 to different computing

devices 3 so that sufficient network interface resources become available on a

computing device 3 (and the resource requirements for the migrated virtual

machines 4 are also met).

The network interface may include a wide and/or local area network interface

and may be a wired or wireless network interface.

In embodiments, a sensor 9 or other arrangement (which may be computer

program) is provided which senses a parameter indicative of the data transfer

speed of a network interface during operation of a virtual machine 4 . If the

sensed parameter indicates that the data transfer speed of the network

interface has dropped below a predetermined threshold for a virtual machine 4

(which may be set as part of the resource request), then the virtual machine 4



may be migrated to a different computing device 3 with a different network

interface, or the virtual machine 4 may be allocated resources of another or a

different network interface of the same computing device 3 . The same action

may be taken if there is an event which indicates that the data transfer speed

will, in the future, drop below a threshold - for example, because resources of

the network interface have been allocated to another virtual machine.

If a virtual machine 4 requires a high level of availability, then the virtual

machine 4 may be allocated one or more resources which cannot be

reallocated by the migration module 10 or a hypervisor module 7 . This

reduces the likelihood of a conflict and the need for migration of the virtual

machine 4 - thus improving the availability of the virtual machine 4 .

The database 8 may include economic information associated with the

operation of one or more virtual machines (or computer programs operated by

or as part of one or more virtual machines). For example, the information may

be information regarding licence fees for one or more computer programs

which may be operated by a virtual machine 4 or as part of a virtual machine

4 . This information may include, for example, information regarding licence

costs for each processing unit 5 on which the computer program operates or

the operation of which the computer program controls. This information may

include, for example, information regarding licence costs for each user of the

computer program. The information may include information regarding a

plurality of different licence options for the same computer program. The

information may be provided as part of a resource request and stored in the

database 8 or may have been supplied separately and may already be

available in the database 8 when a resource request is received (or may be

retrieved from a separate source of information on receipt of a resource

request). In embodiment, the information is not stored in the database 8 but is

provided in a resource request.



A request for resources may, therefore, include information regarding one or

more computer programs which are to be used during the operation of a virtual

machine 4 . This information may be used to identify one or more resources of

a computing device 3 which are suitable for allocation to the virtual machine 4

- e.g. because operation of the virtual machine (and the one or more computer

programs) on that computing device 3 will be less expensive than operation on

another computing device 3 . This may be the case because the computing

device 3 has fewer processing units 5 but each processing unit 5 has more

cores, when compared to another computing device 3 - the economic

information for the one or more computer programs may indicate a licence

cost based on the number of processing units 5 (irrespective of the number of

cores). Resources of the computing device 3 on which it would be most

efficient to run the virtual machine 4 may, therefore, be allocated . In

embodiments, the cost of a licence based on the number of processing units 5

may be compared to a licence based on the number of users (if available) and

the least expensive licence selected - in which case, allocation of resources to

a computing device 3 with more processing units 5 may become desirable.

The allocation of resources in such embodiments is managed by the migration

module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 .

A resource request may, therefore, include an identifier (which may be a

substantially unique identifier) for one or more computer programs which are

to be operated by a virtual machine 4 or as part of the virtual machine 4 . This

identifier may be used to find the relevant economic information in the

database 8 (if applicable).

In embodiments, the economic information includes information about a cost

(such as a licence fee, tax, or operating cost) which is based on another

resource (other than the number of processing units 5) which is allocated to

the virtual machine 4 which operates to the computer program or of which the

computer program is a part.



In embodiments, the economic information includes information about a fee

which is based on another factor. The other factor may be, as indicated

above, a number of users. The other factor may be an energy efficiency of the

or each computing device 3 whose one or more resources are allocated to the

virtual machine 4 - as such, a user can charge different fees for different

energy efficiencies (e.g. a higher fee for using less energy efficient resources).

The economic information may, in embodiments, be tax information (and the

fee may be a tax). The other factor may include a geographical location of the

or each computing device 3 whose one or more resources are allocated to the

virtual machine 4 - as such different geographical locations could incur

different fees (for example, energy costs may vary from one location to

another).

The allocation of one or more resources may also be based on the time of the

allocation and information regarding the cost of a particular resource allocation

at the time of allocation - for example, power costs may be lower in at night

and, therefore, the allocation of resources may be deferred until a lower power

costs apply. The time information could be couple to location information to

take into account different time zones - such that lower cost power can be

used without a deferment of the allocation of resources. All of this information

may form part of the economic information on the basis of which an allocation

of one or more resources may be made.

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect the

failure of a fan associated with a computing device 3 . In the event of fan

failure, the migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 may

be configured to migrate any virtual machines 4 operating on the computing

device 3 to another computing device 3 .



A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect the

temperature associated with a computing device 3 increasing over a threshold

value (e.g. a central processing unit temperature or a case temperature). In

the event of excessive heat, the migration module 10 and/or hypervisor one or

more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual machines

4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device 3 . The

threshold for a central processing unit temperature may be 85 degrees

Celsius. The threshold for a case temperature may be 50 degrees Celsius.

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect

abnormal temperature conditions associated with a computing device 3 . In the

event of a detected abnormal temperature, the migration module 10 and/or

one or more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual

machines 4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device

3 . An abnormal temperature condition may be a computing device 3 being

hotter than neighbouring or adjacent computing devices 3 . An abnormal

temperature condition may be a computing device 3 becoming hot

unexpectedly - for example, excessively hot for the level of use of the

computing device 3 . The sensor 9 in this embodiment may, of course,

comprise an array of sensors 9 and a control unit which is configured to

process the information from the array of sensors 9 to detect an abnormal

condition (each sensor 9 in the array may be configured to sense a

temperature associated with a different computing device 3 or a different part

of a computing device 3). The abnormal temperature condition may be an

abnormal ambient temperature associated with one or more computing

devices 3 and which may indicate a cooling apparatus failure - for example.

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect smoke or

some other indicator of fire associated with a computing device 3 . In the event

of a detected fire indicator, the migration module 10 and/or one or more

hypervisor modules 7 module may be configured to migrate any virtual



machines 4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device

3 .

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect a fan

speed of a fan associated with a computing device 3 . In the event of the fan

speed falling below a threshold or otherwise outside of a permitted range, the

migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 may be

configured to migrate any virtual machines 4 operating on the computing

device 3 to another computing device 3 .

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect a

potential security issue associated with a computing device 3 . In the event of

a detected potential security issue, the migration module 10 and/or one or

more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual machines

4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device 3 . The

potential security issue might be the unauthorised opening of a case of the

computing device 3, and/or an unauthorised access to a room or facility in

which the computing device 3 is located.

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect a power

supply failure associated with a computing device 3 . In the event of a detected

power supply failure, the migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor

modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual machines 4 operating on

the computing device 3 to another computing device 3 . It is understood that

the computing device 3 may have one or more power supplies. The power

supply failure may be a complete failure of a power supply. The power supply

failure may be a variation in the voltage or supply frequency which is outside of

normal operating parameters. The sensor 9 may, as will be appreciated, be

configured to detect power supply failure of an alternating current power

supply (which may supply, for example, a switched-mode power supply) or of

a direct current power supply. The direct current power supply may be a



battery or other power storage device (as may be provided by an

uninterruptable power supply) or may be, for example, the output of a

switched-mode power supply. The sensor 9 may be associated with a

switched-mode power supply of the computing device 3 and configured to

monitor an aspect of the input or output of the switched-mode power supply.

The sensor 9 may be configured to monitor an average voltage and/or may be

configured to detect voltage spikes.

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect a low

voltage of a BIOS memory battery associated with a computing device 3 . In

the event of a low voltage being detected, the migration module 10 and/or one

or more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual

machines 4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device

3 .

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect failure of

a BIOS memory battery associated with a computing device 3 . In the event of

a detected failure, the migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor

modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual machines 4 operating on

the computing device 3 to another computing device 3 .

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect an error

in correction code (e.g. EEC) of memory associated with a computing device

3 . In the event of a detected error, the migration module 10 and/or one or

more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual machines

4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device 3 .

A sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 may be configured to detect a loose

or missing heat sink associated with a computing device 3 . In the event of a

detected problem with a heat sink, the migration module 10 and/or one or



more hypervisor modules 7 may be configured to migrate any virtual machines

4 operating on the computing device 3 to another computing device 3 .

As will be appreciated, one or more of the one or more sensors 9 may be

configured to monitor an aspect of the health of the computing device 3 or

devices 3 of the host system 1. In the event of an indication that the health of

a computing device 3 is failing or may be about to fail, then the migration

module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 can migrate any virtual

machines 4 which may be running on the computing device 3 to a healthier

device 3 in an effort to avoid the loss of data or disrupted service by the host

system 1 to the client system 2 . The health of the computing device 3 may

include the health of a storage medium 17,1 8 associated with the computing

device and an indication of failing health may be an indication of imminent

failure of the storage medium 17,1 8 .

In embodiments, a sensor 9 of the one or more sensors 9 (which may include

a computer program which is operated by the host system 1) is configured to

identify symptoms of an attack which may be a network attack and which may

be a malicious attack - in other words an electronic attack rather than a

physical security breach such as unauthorised access to a cabinet of a

computing device 3 .

For example, the sensor 9 may detect a significant bandwidth restriction on a

communications link associated with the host system 1 as a result of

excessive use of the communications link/channel - as might be witnessed in

a denial of service attack. The sensor 9 may be configured to monitor the

number of communications (i.e. messages) received on a communications like

over a predetermined period. If the total number of messages exceeds a

predetermined number during that period, then the sensor 9 may issue a

signal indicating a potential attack. The messages may include, for example,

requests for connections, ping messages, or mangled or incomplete messages



(which are configured to disrupt the operation of a virtual machine 4 and/or the

computing device 3 on the virtual machine 4 is operating).

The attack may be targeting one or more of the virtual machines 4 operated by

the host system 1 but may not be targeting all of the virtual machines 4

operated by the host system 1. However, if a first virtual machine 4 shares

resources with a second virtual machine 4, then an attack against the first

virtual machine 4 may also be detrimental to the operation or security of the

second virtual machine 4 . Accordingly, the migration module 10 and/or one or

more hypervisors 7 may be configured to migrate the or each virtual machine 4

which is not under attack to another computing device 3 or computing devices

3 to reduce or eliminate the impact of the attack on the or each virtual machine

4 which is not the target of the attack. As will be appreciated, if a plurality of

computing devices 3 share various resources (e.g. network connections and

the like), then this may involve the migration of a virtual machine 4 not only to

another computing device 3 but to another computing device 3 which does not

share a resource with the computing device 3 hosting the virtual machine 4

which is under attack. In such examples, the sharing of certain resources is

acceptable if this does not substantively impact the operation of the computing

device 3 to which the virtual machine 4 is migrated (for example, resources

such as a power source or cooling apparatus may be acceptably shared with a

computing device 3 hosting a virtual machine 3 which is under attack).

In the event of detection of an attack (or a likely attack), the migration module

10 and/or one or more hypervisors 7 may also manage the reallocation of

network resources of the host system 1 to the or each computing device 3 .

For example, a network connection may be disabled and a new network

connection enabled. The migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisors

7 may also be configured to manage updates to, for example, one or more

domain name service records in order to maintain (or substantially maintain)

access to the or each computing device 3 . As such any domain name service



records may be configured to be dynamic and have a low time-to-live - to

ensure changes are identified by the client system 2 quickly.

In embodiments, the or each computing device 3 and/or other part of the host

system 1 has at least two network connections. A first of the two network

connections is used for connection to a first network (which may be a wide

area network (which may include the internet), and/or a local area network,

and/or a virtual private network, and/or a wireless network (which may include

a cellular telephone network)). The second of the two network connections is

used for a connection to a backbone network which is used for internal

communications within the host system 1. In embodiments, the backbone

network is not accessible via the internet or another wide area network. In

embodiments, the backbone network is directly not accessible via the internet

or another wide area network. The backbone network may be used by the

migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 to migrate

virtual machines 4 between computing devices 3 and even, in embodiments,

between host systems 1 (if a plurality of host systems 1 is connected to the

same backbone network). Accordingly, the backbone network may be used to

migrate virtual machines 4 in a manner which is substantially unimpeded by a

network attack over the first network. The migration may be to a computing

device 3 (or host system 1) which has an independent connection to the first

network such that a virtual machine 4 which uses the first network can be

migrated and connection to the first network re-established through the

independent connection. In this sense, "independent" means sufficiently

separate that an attack via one network connection will not have a substantive

impact on the operation of an independent network connection.

In embodiments, a host system 1 may be divided such that a network between

the components of the host system 1 (e.g. between the computing devices 3)

is segmented. In such embodiments, an arrangement may be provided to

isolate a particular segment of the network. This arrangement may be part of



the migration module 10, for example. Isolation may comprise the

disconnection of that segment from the rest of the network. Isolation may

mean that resources serviced by that network segment are not allocated to

new virtual machines 4 (other than those which have already been allocated

the resources). Isolation may mean that communications between that

segment and the rest of the network are monitored and filtered. Isolation may

mean that one o r more virtual mach ines 4 which have been allocated

resources serviced by that segment (e.g. one or more computing devices 3)

are migrated such that they are allocated resources serviced by another

network segment.

In embodiments, if an attack is detected against a virtual machine 4, then that

virtual machine 4 may be migrated to a computing device 3 which is a

quarantined computing device - the quarantined computing device being

configured to limit the impact of the attack on other virtual machines 3 . The

quarantined computing device may be an isolated computing device which is

isolated from one or more other computing devices 3 (and in some cases all of

the other computing devices 3) of a host system 1 - such that the quarantined

computing device does not share any processing, and/or memory, and/or

storage medium, and/or communications resources with any other computing

devices of the host system 1 (or shares such resources only with other

quarantined computing devices).

The attack may be a network attack - such as a denial of service attack - or

could be a virus (i.e. the operation of an unauthorised computer program). An

unauthorised computer program may be detected, for example, based on the

content of the computer program and/or its operational behaviour (compared

to known malicious programs).

As will be appreciated, such measures as described above can be used to

seek to reduce the impact of an attack on virtual machines 4 (or computing



devices 3) which are not the target of the attack. Indeed, if an attack is more

generally targeted at a host system 1, for example, then these approaches can

be used to seek to reduce the impact the attack on all virtual machines 4 which

are allocated resources of that host system 1 (which may mean that they are

migrated to a new host system 1) .

In embodiments, the migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor

modules 7 are provided with information regarding an efficiency of an aspect

of the operation of the or each computing device 3 or group of computing

devices 3 of the host system 1. For example, the information may include

layout information for all or part of the host system 1 with respect to a cooling

apparatus associated with the host system 1 and/or rooms in which the or

each computing device 3 is located. Accordingly, the migration module 10

and/or hypervisor module 7 may use this information to migrate one or more

virtual machines 4 to a more efficient computing device 3 . This may be a more

modern computing device 3 or a computing device 3 which otherwise

incorporates energy saving technology. In embodiments, this migration

includes the migration of one or more virtual machines 4 to a computing device

3 (or group thereof) which is more efficient to cool - perhaps because it is

located in a smaller room which has an independently controllable cooling

apparatus or perhaps because a computing device 3 or group thereof are

located in a part of a room which is near a part of the cooling apparatus or

which is otherwise generally cooler than another part. The cooling apparatus

operation may be adjusted to reduce the cooling in areas adjacent computing

devices 3 which are not being used or which have low usage (e.g. 20% or less

of their total resources 12). The cooling apparatus operation may be adjusted

to increase the cooling in areas adjacent computing devices 3 which are being

used heavily. Embodiments of the present invention, therefore, encompass

the cooling apparatus which may be linked to the migration module 10 and/or

one or more hypervisor modules 7 to provide more efficient cooling. The



cooling apparatus may be an air cooling apparatus or a l iquid cool ing

apparatus associated with the host system 1.

In embodiments, the one or more sensors 9 may include one or more

temperature sensors which are configured to monitor a temperature

associated with one or more parts of the host system 1 (which may be, for

example, one or more computing devices 3 of the host system 1) . A control

arrangement may be provided which is communicatively coupled to the one or

more temperature sensors and the cooling apparatus. As a result of a sensed

increase in temperature of a part of the host system 1 (e.g. one or more

computing devices 3) above a predetermined threshold, the control

arrangement may be configured to control the cooling apparatus to increase

the level of cooling associated with the part of the host system 1 - seeking to

reduce the temperature of that part of the host system 1. The control

arrangement may be part of the migration module 10. In the event that the

cooling level of a part of the host system 1 is increased but an acceptable

temperature reduction is not achieved, then the migration module 10 and/or

one or more hypervisor modules 7 may migrate one or more virtual machines

4 associated with that part of the host system 1 to another part of the host

system 1 - seeking to reduce the load on the hot part of the host system 1 to

reduce the operating temperature of that part of the host system 1.

The or each temperature sensor may be associated with a rack of a computing

device 3 of the host system 1.

The control arrangement may be configured to identify one or more parts of

the host system 1 which are prone to excessive temperatures as a result of

their operation and may issue an alert indicating that maintenance personnel

should service the or each part of the host system 1 and/or the cooling

apparatus associated therewith (servicing may include upgrading).



If a migration module 10 and/or hypervisor module 7 is configured to migrate

one or more virtual machines 4 from a computing device 3, then the migration

module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 may prohibit the

allocation of the resources of that computing device 3 in response to new

requests - e.g. for a fixed period or until the reason for the migration no longer

applies.

A n interface may be provided which allows a host operator to override

decisions by a migration module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7

to migrate one or more virtual machines 4 . Thus, for example, if there is an

error with a sensor 9 and a false indicator of fire detected by the sensor 9, then

the operator can use the interface to override the migration of the or each

virtual machine 4 associated with the computing device 3 to which the sensor

9 relates.

A migration module 10 and/or hypervisor module 7 may be configured to

migrate one or more virtual machines 4 from a computing device 3, if the

resource usage by the virtual machine 4 is low for a predetermined period of

time - particularly if that virtual machine 4 is the only virtual machine 4

operating on the computing device 3 .

A migration module 10 and/or hypervisor module 7 may be configured to

migrate a plurality of virtual machines 4 from one or more computing device 3,

sequentially in order to provide a balanced load for the computing device 3

(both those from which the virtual machines 4 are being migrated and those to

which the virtual machines 4 are being migrated). A user may specify a

requirement for balanced loading in this manner.

If migration of a virtual machine 4 is not possible, then the migration module 10

and/or hypervisor module 7 may attempt to shutdown the virtual machine 4 .

Shutting down the virtual machine 4 may, for example, comprise a controlled



shutdown which may include the recording of the current state of the virtual

machine 4 in a storage medium - which may be a local storage medium 17

and/or a remote storage medium 18 . The recording of the current state of the

virtual machine 4 may include the recording of the current state of all or part of

the computing device 3 - e.g. the contents of registers and the like. If

recorded in a remote storage medium 18, then that storage medium 18 may

be remote from the computing device 3 (e.g. in a different room or facility) in

case the reason for the migration is likely to cause damage to a local storage

medium 17 . In this instance, the remote storage medium 18 may also be a

storage medium which is remote from the computing device 3 from which a

virtual machine 4 is being migrated but may be local to another computing

device 3 .

After migration of all virtual machines 4 from a computing device 3, the host

system 1 may shutdown the computing device 3 .

In some embodiments, the virtual machine 4 may be provided with an integrity

indicator. The integrity indicator may indicate to the hypervisor module 7

and/or migration module 10 that the virtual machine 4 must be migrated (if

possible) and/or the state of the virtual machine 4 (or computing device 3)

recorded before the computing device 3 is shutdown. The integrity indicator

may indicate to the hypervisor module 7 and/or migration module 10, that the

virtual machine 4 can be terminated without such steps being performed. The

integrity indicator may be provided by the client system 2 as part of the request

for resources.

In certain circumstances, it may also be necessary for the host system 1 to be

shutdown in its entirety. In embodiments, the host system 1 is not shutdown in

its entirety until substantially all virtual machines 4 have been shutdown or

their state recorded or otherwise terminated (in accordance with the integrity

measure if provided).



A virtual machine 4 may have one or more requirements associated with the

resources which are allocated thereto. These may include, for example, that

the computing device 3 whose resources are allocated to the virtual machine 3

has redundant fans or is in a secure location or in a particular country or region

of a country. Another requirement may be that the computing device 3 has

memory configured in a RAID array. When allocating resources or migrating a

virtual machine 4, therefore, a hypervisor module 7 and/or migration module

10 may take such requirements into account. The requirements may be

indicated as essential - i.e. requirement which must be met - or preferred -

i.e. requirements which should be met if possible.

Thus, a client system 2 can request a particular security level or backup

provision when requesting resources. In addition, if a particular virtual

machine 4 would contravene export laws if operated by a computing device 3

outside of a particular territory, then the client system 2 can ensure that the

computing device 3 is not exported outside of the particular territory. In

embodiments, the requirement is stored in the database 9 and/or the migration

module 10 and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 .

A do not disturb period could be associated with a computing device 3 and/or

virtual machine 4 during which migration is prohibited. In embodiments, the do

not disturb period is stored in the database 9 and/or the migration module 10

and/or one or more hypervisor modules 7 .

As will be understood, the one or more parameters of the host system 1 may

be used to determine the migration of a virtual machine 4 from a first of the

computing devices 3 to a second of the computing devices 3 .

The one or more parameters may be provided over an Intelligent Platform

Management Interface (IPMI) which uses a System Management Bus



(SMBUS) Interface. Thus, the parameters may be provided by a mechanism

which is not dependent on the use of a particular operating system - for

example.

A hypervisor module 7 may be a Xen, Hyper-V or ESX hypervisor or may

include components thereof.

As will be appreciated, the role of the or each hypervisor modules 7 and the

migration module 10 may be altered such that the functions of one or more of

the hypervisor modules 7 are undertaken by the migration module 10 and vice

versa.

The host system 1 may include the one or more sensors 9 or respective

interfaces which are configured to be communicatively coupled to the one or

more sensors.

The client system 2 may comprise a computing device having a processing

unit and memory. The client system 2 has an interface which is configured to

be communicatively coupled to the host system 1 via the communications link

11. The client system 2 may include one or more user interface devices -

such as a keyboard and mouse - to allow a user to interact with the client

system 2 . The client system 2 may include a display which is configured to

display a graphical user interface. The graphical user interface may present

one or more options to the user to control aspects of the operation of the client

system 2 and/or the host system 1, including the submission of requests to the

host system 1.

As will be understood, the various migration rules set out above may be

implemented in any combination.



It will be appreciated that migration of a virtual machine 4 from a first

computing device 3 to a second computing device 3 also requires that other

resource requirements of the virtual machine 4 will be met by the second

computing device 4 - e.g. a memory requirement. A decision regarding a

migration of a virtual machine 4 or a plurality of virtual machines 4 may include

a comparison between a plurality of distributions of virtual machines 4

throughout a plurality of computing devices 3 . As such a particular distribution

may be selected because it results in an overall efficiency improvement for the

host system 1.

Migration of virtual machine 4 may include the use of dynamic memory

migration.

The virtual machine 4 may include an operating system provided by Microsoft

(RTM) such as Windows Server 2008 - e.g. R2 Enterprise edition SP1 .

Embodiments of the present invention may be applied to the operation of cloud

computing systems. The host system 1 may, therefore, be a cloud computing

system which may be located on one or more physical sites which may be at

different geographical locations.

When used in this specification and claims, the terms "comprises" and

"comprising" and variations thereof mean that the specified features, steps or

integers are included. The terms are not to be interpreted to exclude the

presence of other features, steps or components.



Claims

1. An arrangement for use in managing resources of a plurality of

computing devices, the arrangement comprising:

an interface configured to receive an indication of a parameter

associated with a first computing device of the plurality of computing devices;

and

a migration module configured to migrate a virtual machine, or part of a

virtual machine, from the first computing device to a second computing device

in response to the indication received by the interface.

2 . An arrangement according to claim 1, wherein the interface is a sensor

interface which is configured to receive an indication of a sensed parameter.

3 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of fire in the vicinity of the first computing device.

4 . An arrangement according to claim 3 , wherein the indicator of fire

includes the detection of smoke.

5 . An arrangement according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the sensed

parameter includes a temperature which is above a predetermined threshold

value.

6 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of power supply failure.

7 . An arrangement according to claim 6, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a power supply voltage.



8 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a BIOS battery failure or imminent failure.

9 . An arrangement according to claim 8, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a voltage of the BIOS battery falling below a predetermined threshold.

10 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of an abnormal temperature of the first computing device.

11. An arrangement according to claim 3, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a higher than expected temperature for the level of

operation of the first computing device.

12 . An arrangement according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the sensed

parameter includes a temperature of a case of the first computing device.

13 . An arrangement according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the sensed

parameter includes a temperature of a processing unit of the first computing

device.

14. An arrangement according to claim 10 or 11 or 12, wherein the sensed

parameter includes an ambient temperature in the vicinity of the first

computing device.

15 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of the failure of a fan or a decrease in fan speed below a

predetermined threshold.

16 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a missing or detached or loose heat sink of a

processing unit of the first computing device.



17 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a potential security issue.

18 . An arrangement according to claim 17, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator that a case of the first computing device has been

opened or has been opened without authorisation.

19 . An arrangement according to claim 17, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator that a room in which the first computing device is located

has been accessed without authorisation, the second computing device being

located in a different room to the first computing device.

20. An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of an error in an error correction code for a memory of

the first computing device.

2 1 . An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of the imminent failure of a storage medium of the first

computing device.

22. An arrangement according to claim 1, wherein the indication of a

parameter is an indication of that a more efficient computing device is

available, the more efficient computing device being the second computing

device.

23. An arrangement according to claim 1, wherein the indication of a

parameter is an indication of that a computing device is available which can be

cooled more efficiently, that computing device being the second computing

device.



24. An arrangement according to claim 1, wherein the indication of a

parameter is an indication of that the first computing device has been using

resources below a predetermined level for a predetermined period of time.

25. An arrangement according to claim 1, wherein the indication of a

parameter is an indication that a network interface data transfer speed of a

network interface of the first computing device is below or will be below a

predetermined threshold.

26. An arrangement according to any preceding claim, wherein the

migration module is configured to block the migration of a virtual machine to

the first computing device in response to the indication received by the

interface.

27. An arrangement according to any preceding claim, further comprising

an override interface which is configured to receive user input and, in response

to the user input, to override the operation of the migration module.

28. A n arrangement according to any preceding claim, wherein the

migration module is configured to shutdown the first computing device in

response to the indication received by the interface.

29. An arrangement according to any preceding claim, wherein the virtual

machine includes a migration requirement and the second computing device is

selected from the plurality of computing devices based, at least in part, on the

migration requirement.

30. An arrangement according to claim 29, wherein the migration

requirement includes a security requirement for the second computing device.



3 1 . An arrangement according to claim 29 or 30, wherein the migration

requirement includes a location requirement for the second computing device.

32. An arrangement according to any of claims 29 to 3 1 , wherein the

migration requirement includes a resource requirement for the second

computing device.

33. An arrangement according to claim 32, wherein the resource

requirement is a requirement for the provision of storage media configured in a

RAID array.

34. A host system comprising:

an arrangement according to any preceding claim; and

a plurality of computing devices, the plurality of computing devices

including the first and second computing devices.

35. A method of managing resources of a plurality of computing devices,

the method comprising:

receiving, at an interface, an indication of a parameter associated with a

first computing device of the plurality of computing devices; and

migrating, using a migration module, a virtual machine, or part of a

virtual machine, from the first computing device to a second computing device

in response to the indication received by the interface.

36. A method according to claim 35, wherein the interface is a sensor

interface which is configured to receive an indication of a sensed parameter.

37. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of fire in the vicinity of the first computing device.



38. A method according to claim 37, wherein the indicator of fire includes

the detection of smoke.

39. A method according to claim 36 or 37, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a temperature which is above a predetermined threshold value.

40. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of power supply failure.

4 1 . A method according to claim 40, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a power supply voltage.

42. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a BIOS battery failure or imminent failure.

43. A method according to claim 42, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a voltage of the BIOS battery falling below a predetermined threshold.

44. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of an abnormal temperature of the first computing device.

45. A method according to claim 44, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a higher than expected temperature for the level of

operation of the first computing device.

46. A method according to claim 44 or 45, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a temperature of a case of the first computing device.

47. A method according to claim 44 or 45, wherein the sensed parameter

includes a temperature of a processing unit of the first computing device.



48. A method according to claim 44 or 45 or 46, wherein the sensed

parameter includes an ambient temperature in the vicinity of the first

computing device.

49. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of the failure of a fan or a decrease in fan speed below a

predetermined threshold.

50. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a missing or detached or loose heat sink of a

processing unit of the first computing device.

5 1 . A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of a potential security issue.

52. A method according to claim 5 1 , wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator that a case of the first computing device has been

opened or has been opened without authorisation.

53. A method according to claim 5 1 , wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator that a room in which the first computing device is located

has been accessed without authorisation, the second computing device being

located in a different room to the first computing device.

54. A method accord ing to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of an error in an error correction code for a memory of

the first computing device.

55. A method according to claim 36, wherein the sensed parameter

includes an indicator of the imminent failure of a storage medium of the first

computing device.



56. A method according to claim 35, wherein the indication of a parameter

is an indication of that a more efficient computing device is available, the more

efficient computing device being the second computing device.

57. A method according to claim 35, wherein the indication of a parameter

is an indication of that a computing device is available which can be cooled

more efficiently, that computing device being the second computing device.

58. A method according to claim 35, wherein the indication of a parameter

is an indication of that the first computing device has been using resources

below a predetermined level for a predetermined period of time.

59. A method according to claim 35, wherein the indication of a parameter

is an indication that a network interface data transfer speed of a network

interface of the first computing device is below or will be below a

predetermined threshold.

60. A method according to any of claims 35 to 59, further comprising

blocking, using the migration module, the migration of a virtual machine to the

first computing device in response to the indication received by the interface.

6 1 . A method according to any of claims 35 to 60, further comprising:

receiving user input at an override interface, and

in response to the user input, overriding the operation of the migration

module.

62. A method according to any of claims 35 to 6 1 , further comprising

shutting down, using the migration module, the first computing device in

response to the indication received by the interface.



63. A method according to any of claims 35 to 62, wherein the virtual

machine includes a migration requirement and the second computing device is

selected from the plurality of computing devices based, at least in part, on the

migration requirement.

64. A method according to claim 63, wherein the migration requirement

includes a security requirement for the second computing device.

65. A method according to claim 63 or 64, wherein the migration

requirement includes a location requirement for the second computing device.

66. A method according to any of claims 63 to 65, wherein the migration

requirement includes a resource requirement for the second computing device.

67. A method according to claim 66, wherein the resource requirement is a

requirement for the provision of storage media configured in a RAID array.

68. A computer readable medium with instructions stored thereon which,

when executed by a computing device, cause the operation of a method

according to any of claims 35 to 67.
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